Abstract. In the unstructured Peer-to-Peer systems, a core operation is efficient location of resources. Conventional informative searching algorithms, however, always cannot perform well under peer churn rate network environments. In this paper, we designed a robust unstructured peerto-peer files sharing system. When forwarding query, we usually choose the peer with the highest forward probability. But in this paper we didn't compute the forward probability according to the current neighbor node's individual search history but to a leaning model based on machine learning technologies. We proposed a more robust way for searching. The experimental results show that our methods are more effective and efficient under higher peer churn environment.
Introduction
Among all kinds of the files sharing systems, the unstructured Peer-to-Peer network is a very important one. This self-organizing and scalable network is tolerant to higher peer (node) churn, which means it is necessary to deal with peers' join and left with higher maintenance cost. However, because there is no relation between network topology and the placement of the files, the searching algorithms in such network are always more or less blind.
Flooding algorithm was applied in the Gnutella network in the early days [1] . It is a simple but very robust searching algorithm, because we can always find the objects successfully under higher peer churn environment. But the worst shortcoming of this blind searching algorithm is generating too much network overload. When the network becomes very large, it almost cannot work, because each peer has to deal with I/O request ceaselessly [2] .
Though the famous Random Walk algorithm [2, 3] can reduce the network overload greatly, it has lower query hit rate and longer query hit delay, because it chooses a neighbor peer randomly at each forward step without considering which one will be more probable to find the objects. Both the flooding and the Random Walk are totally blind algorithms.
Unfortunately, the Peer-to-Peer networks always have a very high peer churn rate, the record of the neighbor's forward history would become unreliable. For example, a neighbor has a high forward probability for a query object during a period of time, because there are relatively more paths during this time between this neighbor and the peers that have the query object. If the number of such paths became fewer after that time, the forward probability would not be accurate any more. Actually, the real-world Peer-to-Peer network topology changes very quickly, so that we even cannot have "a period of time". Furthermore, because peers always have very short lifetime as others' neighbors and there are limited messages through each peer about a specific query object, it is very hard to obtain enough forward information to distinguish which neighbor is more probable to find a specific object. message overload about two orders of magnitude compared to flooding. Reference [3] and [4] analyzed the Random Walk algorithm in theoretical, which proved that it deeply can get better searching performance than flooding.
Reference [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] proposed an adaptive probabilistic search algorithm. This method computes each peer's forward probability using the peer's index value for a specific query object. The performance of APS becomes worse when the objects stored in the network change rapidly.
Machine learning technologies are also applied for searching by some researchers, most of whom use the reinforcement learning to compute the forward probability [12~14] . Actually, there is no more difference between these methods and APS or PQR. They also need to update the gain value along the inverse query hit paths and only show good performance under relatively static network environments. Reference [15] also used the machine learning technologies, but it just focused on the neighbor selection instead of the searching problems.
Feature Definition and Gain Update
To build the routing table based on the machine learning technologies, we should define the feature of the peer and the query object. And the routing table is also designed according to the basic single neighbor forward result (
), so we should provide the method about how to get and update the gain.
Object Feature. Our methods compute the forward probability of the class the query object belonging to rather than the query object own self. The simplest way to classify the objects is building a class tree according to the application background of the Peer-to-Peer system. In this paper, we focus on the files sharing applications, so we can build the class tree according to the type of the file. For example, if there are three basic kinds of files in the system-"film", "music", "software", and for each kind, there are detailed subclasses too, and then the class tree can described as shown as Fig. 1 .
The feature of the files can be represented by a binary vector, the value of which means whether the file belongs to a peer class or not. Take the class tree in Fig. 1 for an example, we have three files: 1 f belongs to action and comedy, and 2 f belongs to R&B, and 3 f belongs to drivers software. The feature values of the three files now are:
. Obviously, the feature value represents the class that the file belongs to. Different files may have the same feature value. In this paper, we assume that we know each file's feature value in advance.
Peer Feature. In the Peer-to-Peer files sharing systems, each peer stores some files, which can be used to represent the peer's profiles.
as the set of files that Node owns, the feature of Node can be obtained by the following formula:
The feature value of Node is:
Figure 1. Example of a class tree
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Gain Update. In out method, Gain Table (GT) is an important data structure, which records the neighbor's forward history. It includes not only the current neighbors but also the old neighbors. The item of Gain Table is a 6-tuple:
, where
is the ID of the neighbor peer nh N in the whole network.
There are also two auxiliary data structures: Current Neighbors Table (CNT) and History  Neighbors Table ( HNT). The item of CNT is a 2-tuple: 
is transferred iteratively between adjacent peers along the inverse path from s Node to t Node with exponential decay of distance:
is the hops of between nh N and t Node . Fig. 2 shows an example of gain update.
Forward and Routing Table Design
In this section, we introduce the query routing and several routing table design methods based on the machine learning technologies. . The Euclidean distance is used to measure the similarity between two peers:
The forward probability can be obtained according to the following formulas:
In this method the Routing 
, and i C is the set of peers (in HNT) that belong to this class, and The current neighbor peer's forward probability for the file f is computed according to the following procedure:
For each current neighbor peer nh N , we select the most similar class in routing 
The forward probability of nh N for f now is considered as the most similar class's forward probability for f :.
Design based on linear regression. We can also model the peer's gain for each kind of files directly. In this method, we use the linear regression to estimate the gain function:
are known as basis functions. We used the Gaussian basis function in this paper::
The cost function is:
We use the batch gradient descent algorithm to estimate w . The item of the routing table is a tuple of 4 elements:
When receiving a new query message with object f , we can estimate the gain value of each current neighbor, and then the forward probability can be computed by:
The searching algorithm using the routing table based on linear regression is called RISA-LR in this paper. Design based on single density estimation. In this method, we model the forward probability directly. For each kind of files, we assume that each ) ( ft Node F stems from a single probability distribution
with parameters θ . We need to build training set using the GT at first, and then estimate the probability density. The item of the RT is a tuple of 3 elements:
The forward probability in the training set can be estimated by gain normalization:
To estimate θ , we used ML (Maximum Likelihood ) method:
The searching algorithm using the routing table based on single density estimation is called RISA-SDE in this paper. Design based on mixture d ensity estimation. To estimate the forward probability more accurately, we can assume that for each kind of files, each ) ( ft Node F stems from mixture probability distributions:
. i θ can be estimated using the Expectation Maximization algorithm. The item of RT in this method is a tuple of 1 2 + k elements:
(25) We retrain the learning model of RISA-LR, RISA-SDE and RISA-MDE at interval of a fixed time t for each peer.
Experiments
Experimental Setting. We use a Java based P2P simulation framework PeerSim [16] to implement our system. We compare RISA with three other traditional algorithms: Random Walk, APS and PQR both in static and dynamic network environments. We assume the peers' feature values stem from one Gaussian distribution in RISA-SDE and 3 Gaussian distribution in RISA-MDE.
In the initial state, we assume that the number of different files obeys Zipf distribution. We sort the 100 files' IDs in ascending order. The number of files in the whole network is denoted as R . For the ID with the index i in the sequence, the number of the files with this ID will be:
We choose a feature value for each of the l files randomly from the 20 different files feature values which we have presented. For each of the R files, we place it to a peer chosen randomly from the whole network. We denote the network size as N , and we assume N R < in our experiments in the initial state. We deploy all the query algorithms to compare their performance in three representative Research, volume 136 network topologies: Random graph networks, Small-world networks and Scale-free networks. The PeerSim framework has provided basic algorithms to build the three network topologies. Performance Comparison in Static Network Environments. Here, we evaluate the performance of eight searching algorithms: RISA-TM, RISA-CL, RISA-LR, RISA-SDE, RISA-MDE, Random Walk, APS, and PQR in static network environments where no peer will join or left during the whole simulation time. The experimental results are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 .
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From the Fig.3 , we can see that our methods have higher query hit rate especially the RISA-MDE. There is no more difference between APS, PQR and Random Walk in static network environments according to our experimental results. The machine learning based searching algorithms in this paper show better query performance because there are more nodes with high degree which can accumulate more information for training. Fig.4 shows the average number of messages per query. APR, PQR and Random Walk increase sharply with the TTL value. But our methods increase relatively slowly, and the message number decreases 50% in average compared to the traditional algorithms 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a robust unstructured Peer-to-Peer files sharing system. Unlike traditional informative searching algorithms which forward the query according to the current neighbors forward history about the query object, we compute the forward probability according to a special model about the class that the query object belonging to. First, we presented the object and peer feature definitions and the rule of updating the gain value. Then we presented five routing table design methods based on machine learning technologies. Finally we introduced the details of our robust informative searching algorithm. The simulation experimental results showed that our methods show better performance than traditional algorithms under both the static and dynamic network conditions. However, we just evaluated our methods in simulation network environments with too many limitations. The machine learning technologies used in this paper must need enough data to get a good estimation, but each peer cannot accumulate enough information for training. In our future works, we will carry out the experiments under more realistic environments, and design routing table using small-sample machine learning technologies.
